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absorption by terrestrial atmosphere

- wavelength range of 1-5 um
- observable windows are limited (J, H, K, L’, M’)

Near-infrared in astronomy

図 1 マウナケア山頂での大気の透過率（灰色線）と、近赤外線波長域のブロードバンドフィル
ターの透過率（赤線）。

図 2 可視光から近赤外線までの背景放射。波長が長いほど背景光が強い。OH：OH夜光、AE：
大気の熱放射（!273K）、GBT：望遠鏡の熱放射（273K）、ZSL:黄道面付近のダストによる太陽光
の散乱、ZE:黄道面付近のダストからの熱放射（画像は京都大学 岩室史英氏の観測天文学の講義
ノートより引用、URL：http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ iwamuro/LECTURE/OBS/）。

図 3 ディザリングの概念図。ディザリングにより
取得された異る場所での画像を、天体の位置を合わ
せて重ね合わせることで、S/Nの良い画像が得られ
ます。また、位置を合わせずにメジアンで重ね合せ
ることで、天体の寄与を消した背景光だけの画像を
作ることができます（画像は京都大学 岩室史英氏の
観測天文学の講義ノートより引用）。

図 4 非破壊読み出しの概念図。NDR の
数が n回の時には、積分開始時と積分終了
時に n回ずつ読み出しています。
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Science case 1 in near-infrared astronomy

- high-redshift galaxies
e.g. Hα emission line at z>1, Lyα at z>7
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Hα emission line in the rest-frame (z=0)
-> λrest = 0.6563 um (optical)

Hα emission line at z=2.35
-> λobs = λrest(1+z)
           = 2.2 um (near-infrared)

Yoshikawa et al. 2010



Science case 2 in near-infrared astronomy

- dust obscured objects
e.g. Galactic center, star-forming regions

optical near-infrared

created by Ichi Tanaka



Science case 3 in near-infrared astronomy

- cool objects
e.g. brown dwarfs, young gas planet

Kuzuhara et al. 2013

Credit: SEEDS project

Adaptive optics at 8m-class telescopes works 
very well at near-infrared wavelenghts.

NGC1333 SVS13 with 
Keck/OSIRIS
Integral Field Spectroscopy

planet



NIR instruments of Subaru telescope
NIR (1-5um)

MOIRCS

Tanaka-san

- Subaru telescope has three NIR instruments.
- MOIRCS is mounted on the Cassegrain focus.



Multi-Object InfraRed Camera and Spectrograph

No. 6] MOIRCS: Imaging 1349

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the MOIRCS cryo-
stat. The entire structure fits inside of the 2 ! 2 ! 2 m3 space
allowed for the standard Subaru Cassegrain instrument, and
weighs 2.3 tons. Because MOIRCS is an infrared instrument
reaching the Ks band, all optical components have to be housed
in the cryostat, and cooled down to reduce the thermal radi-
ation from the instrument, itself. An optical bench plate is
suspended using G10 straps attached to the inside wall of the
cryostat. Because the two HAWAII-2 FPAs are not abuttable,
and because the optics would be prohibitively large for two
FPAs abutted, the FOV is split onto two HAWAII-2 FPAs, each
subtending 40 ! 3:05, by a roof mirror splitting the beam slightly
under the telescope focal plane. Two sets of identical optics
are mounted on either side of the optical bench plate. The
optics consists of a collimator section and a camera section, and
three turrets containing the filters and the grisms are inserted in
a collimated beam between the two sections. The telescope
focal plane is where the cooled slit mask is brought in from
the mask cryostat by using a slit mask exchanger. The mask
cryostat can be isolated from the main cryostat for changing
the installed slit mask set. The mask cryostat is equipped with
its own mechanical cooler to make independent cooling cycles
possible. The details of this part of the cryostat are described
in the MOS paper.

We determined the FOV of MOIRCS after considering that
(1) the 80 diameter is a partially vignetted FOV of the telescope
and (2) the expected best seeing size is 0:002–0:003. We find
that a 40 ! 70 FOV fitting into 80 diameter with a pixel scale
of 0:00117 pixel"1 is a reasonable choice, leaving # 270 pixels
(# 3000) in the central area for the spectra (see figure 2).

Fig. 2. Field of view of MOIRCS on the sky when the position angle
is zero. Dark-gray areas at the corner of both FPAs are vignetted by
the pickup mirror of adaptive optics and the telescope calibration unit.
Objects in the light-gray areas are imaged on both FPAs. Dark-gray
areas near the center of the field are not used in the imaging mode, but
are filled with spectra in the MOS mode.

Because a ridge of the roof mirror is not located exactly on the
Cassegrain focal plane, a central area of 500 ! 40 along the ridge
line images in both FPAs. There are two vignetting compo-
nents in the MOIRCS FOV: a pickup mirror of the Adaptive
Optics and a calibration unit of the telescope. Since they are at
ambient temperature, the vignetted areas are darker in shorter
wavelength, but brighter in longer wavelength due to thermal
radiation.

3. MOIRCS Subsystems

3.1. Optics

Figure 3 shows the overall layout of the optical design.
As mentioned in the previous section, the roof mirror, placed
30 mm under the telescope focal plane, feeds the telescope
beam to two sets of identical optics, which reimage the tele-
scope focal plane to the two HAWAII-2 FPAs. The roof mirror
and two fold mirrors are shown on the left side of figure 3.
Each set of the optics has a four-lens collimator and a six-lens
camera (see table 2 for the lens parameters). The collimator
not only feeds a parallel beam to the filters and the grisms, but
also makes a sharp image of the telescope secondary mirror
for a cold stop to be placed. The camera focuses the parallel
beam onto the FPA with 0:00117 pixel"1. The focal length and
the focal ratio of the collimator are 620 mm and f=12.4, and
those of the camera are 196 mm and f=3.92. The total length of
the optical path is 1445 mm.

We use CaF2, BaF2, ZnSe, and fused silica as the lens mate-
rials, because of the availability of a large-size material, well-
established refractive indices at 77 K, good transmission in
the near-infrared region, and ease of fabrication and handling.
The roof mirror and the fold mirrors are made of ultralow
expansion glass, and are coated with gold. We use CaF2 as
a window material because its high transmission to the mid-
infrared region and good heat conductivity prevent the conden-
sation of water vapor on the window surface. The refrac-
tive indices of the lens materials at 77 K are calculated by
using the temperature-dependent Sellmeier dispersion model
(Tropf 1995). The parameters of the model for fused silica
are derived from the refractive indices at various temperatures,
which are available in Malitson (1965) and Yamamuro et al.
(2006). The thermal-expansion data for the lens materials to
77 K, which have been successfully used for other near-infrared
instruments, are obtained from various sources.

We designed the optics by the following steps. We adopted
CaF2-Fused Silica-ZnSe and BaF2-Fused Silica-ZnSe apochro-
matic triplets as the basic lens unit to comprise the whole optics
with the minimum chromatic aberration (Ren & Allington-
Smith 1999; Suzuki et al. 2003). First, the collimator was
designed in a reverse direction, i.e., parallel rays were traced
back from a pupil stop to the collimator. The collimator was
optimized to converge the parallel beam on the Cassegrain
focal plane with an exit pupil at the telescope secondary mirror
position. We, then, reversed the direction of the beam by
tracing from the telescope to the collimator. Final optimiza-
tion of the collimator was performed for the collimated beam
and the image of the telescope secondary mirror at the same
time. The quality of the collimated beam was evaluated with
the help of an additional paraxial lens with the same back focus

Suzuki et al. 2008
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Fig. 9. HAWAII-2 FPA mounted on the detector module (left) and front-end electronics of TUFPAC (right). (Copyright SPIE [2006].)

Fig. 10. Data-acquisition flow of TUFPAC.

amplified and digitized by commercially available I/O modules
and monitored by a PC every 100 ms. Operating the cryogenic
stepper motors and reading the output of the Hall effect sensors
are independent of each other, except in a home-positioning
process of the filter turrets. When the filter turrets are sent to
their home positions, the output of the Hall effect sensors are
sent to the comparators that sense the threshold voltage, and the
trigger signals from the comparators are fed into motor drivers
to stop the turrets.

3.6. Detector Control

As the format of FPAs becomes larger, fast and efficient
acquisition of FPA data at the low-noise level is more crit-
ical for astronomical instruments. When we started designing
MOIRCS, suitable FPA controllers were not commercially
available from any vendor. These facts led us to develop our
own FPA control system, TUFPAC (Tohoku University Focal
Plane Array Controller: Ichikawa et al. 2003), for flexible
control of the HAWAII-2 FPA and fast and efficient acquisition

of the image data (figure 9). Although the system was origi-
nally designed especially for the HAWAII-2 FPA, it turns out to
be applicable to optical CCDs with minor changes of the front-
end electronics. For setting up the system we used as many as
possible components commercially available for purposes of
low cost and less maintenance.

Figure 10 shows the schematic configuration of TUFPAC
along with the signal and data flow. TUFPAC consists
of a Linux PC with a commercially available digital signal
processor (DSP) board on a PCI bus, front-end electronics to
the HAWAII-2 FPA, and linear power supplies. DSP is one
of the methods used to realize real-time operation of FPAs,
which is essential for astronomical applications. The DSP
board with a 1 GFLOPS DSP and a 32 MB RAM memory
can communicate with the front-end electronics without any
interruption from the host PC, i.e., sending clock signals to
and receiving image data from the front-end electronics based
on codes stored in memory. The DSP programs, written in
C, are compiled to the DSP codes and transferred to the DSP

- MOIRCS has two detecters, providing a FoV of 4′×7′
- imaging mode and spectroscopy mode

HAWAII-2 detecter (HgCdTe)



Multi-object spectroscopy mode

Tokoku 2006, PhD thesis

alignment star

spectroscopic target

slit for spectroscopy

hole for alignment

spectra



MOIRCS raw image (4′×4′)→

wavelength direction

spatial direction

OH lines

Multi-object spectroscopy mode

many stripes!
-> Target spectra are hidden 
behind OH lines

slit
diffracted spectrum by grism



2D spectra and 1D spectra

spatial direction

wavelength direction

2D spectra

1D spectra



Sky is bright in near-infrared

λ < 2.2μm : 
OH lines dominate (green line)
λ > 2.2μm : 
thermal radiation from telescope dominate
(pink line)

Reference: lecture note by Iwamuro-san 
(http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ iwamuro/LECTURE/OBS/)

- sky emission should be subtracted



A-B sky subtraction

frame at A position

frame at B position

A- B frame

spectra of starOH lines

- sky emission is roughly subtracted
- but sky emission is time variable

spectra in frame A

spectra in frame B

slit



signal to noise ratio (S/N)

S/N =
√(object + sky) × t + readout noise

object × t

if sky × t << readout noise
   S/N ∝ 1 / t
if sky × t >> readout noise
   S/N ∝ 1 / √t
   -> background limit

- integration time should be longer than the background limit

from MOIRCS website



MOIRCS Grisms

spectral resolving power: R=λ / Δλ

in the case of the HK500 grism
R=820 and λ=22000Å -> spectral resolution Δλ=22000Å/820~27Å

- use the appropriate grism for your science case
- resolution depends on the slit width

from MOIRCS website



Procedures of data reduction

0. raw data
1. flat fielding
2. Interpolation of cosmic ray and bad pixel
3. A-B sky subtraction
4. distortion correction
5. slit extraction
6. wavelength calibration
7. residual sky subtraction
8. combine frames
9. telluric correction and flux calibration



From raw image to reduced image

raw data= gain(x,y) × (object + sky + cosmicray + bad pixel)

①. flat fielding (=gain map)
rawdata / gain(x,y) = object + sky + cosmicray + bad pixel

②. interpolation of cosmicray and bad pixel
① - cosmicray - bad pixel = object + sky

③. sky subtraction
② - sky = object

extract the object information from raw data including noises



1. flat fielding

rawdata domeflat after flat fielding

÷ =

rawdata / gain(x,y) = object + sky + cosmicray + bad pixel

correct the inequity of sensitivity between detector pixels



2. interpolation of cosmic rays/bad pixel

① - cosmicray - bad pixel = object + skynoise

before

cosmic ray

interpolation

after

interpolate the pixel value along spatial direction

wavelength

spatial direction



3. A-B sky subratction

A position B position after sky subtraction

- =

signal at A position
signal at B position



9. telluric correction and flux calibration
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spectra of standard star (A0V)

model spectra (A0V)

÷ =

telluric absorption

spectra of object (after correction)

( )÷ Nobs (λ) =R(λ)×Fλ,int

Nobs (λ): observed count
R(λ): efficiency of atmosphere/telescope/
instrument
Fλ,int: intrinsic flux

Nobs (λ)

Fλ,intR(λ)



From raw image to reduced spectra

raw data
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reduced spectrum


